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Press Release October 20, 2013

Alex Narvey an Apple Sales Professional - 8th Time
Contact: Alex Narvey

Precursor Systems is pleased to announce that founder Alex Narvey has 
achieved the level of Sales Professional for the eight consecutive year.

Precursor Systems became an Apple Authorized Reseller in 2003 and was designated an 
Apple Authorized Value Added Reseller in 2009. Precursor founder Alex Narvey has been 
awarded the designation of Apple Product Professional nine times and the designation of 
Apple Sales Professional eight times (every year since that designation’s inception).

Sales Professional is a special designation from Apple’s Sales Training department and 
reflects the highest level of achievement in that program. 

“We are so proud to be an Apple Authorized Reseller for a decade now,” said Precursor 
founder Alex Narvey,  “and so proud to have been awarded this highest level of Sales 
Professional for the last eight years.”

Precursor specializes in small business and, since the demise of Apple’s Xserve in 2011, has 
been a pioneer in the development of the R.A.I.S. concept (http://rais.precursor.ca) to give 
small businesses an Apple server environment that has the performance and redundancy 
they expect at a price-point they can afford. 

To achieve the level of Apple Sales Professional, Mr. Narvey successfully completed a 
multitude of online courses supported by web-based seminars, podcasts, videos and pdf 
documents. In addition, Mr,. Narvey also attended Apple’s ACN Advanced Camp in Tampa 
Florida this year and has attended 10 other Apple advanced training camps in previous 
years in both the US and Canada. Alex holds high level server certifications in every Mac 
OS version since 10.3 as well as an Apple Mobile Technical Competency. Since  has also 
attended a series of MacWorld Expos,  Apple World Wide Developer Conferences, FileMaker 
Developer Conferences, and MacTech Conferences.

“Apple’s pace of innovation keeps me on my toes,” said Narvey,  “constant training and 
education helps keep me up-to-date and proficient in the latest technologies and benefits 
my customers whenever they call on my expertise.” 

Precursor Systems was founded in March 1994 by Alex Narvey to provide support for 
computer-based professionals in the Publishing, Printing, Prepress, Digital Imaging, Audio 
and Video industries.

More information is available at our web site:
http://www.precursor.ca/
Precursor Systems is a division of Precursor.ca, Inc.
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